T
he workforces in to day's organizations are increasingly mobilized. Mobile workers are away from their desks regularly and use mobile computing devices in various locations to perform their duties.
A mobile workforce lets enter prises
• provide customer service almost anytime and anywhere; • extend business hours, since workers can work from home or on the road; and • reduce operating expenses asso ciated with maintaining an office infrastructure.
As mobility continues to play a key role in helping organizations improve customer service, boost productivity, and reduce costs, the global mobileworker population will continue to increase. However, supporting a mobile workforce can be a daunting task.
The Challenges
According to the International Data Corporation, the world's mobileworker population will pass the one billion mark this year and grow to nearly 1.2 billion people-more than a third of the world's workforce-by 2013. 1 Organizations face several chal lenges in supporting such workers.
The first challenge is pro viding multifaceted technical support, given the mixture of dif ferent mobile devices and services.
A lack of standards also compli cates technical support. Further more, bumpy roads, accidental drops, or spilled coffee can all wreak havoc on mobile devices.
The next challenge is address ing security risks. Although mo bility offers many benefits to an enterprise, it also introduces the risks inherent in allowing sensi tive data to sit on small mobile devices, which can be easily lost.
Finally, it's difficult to keep track of employees' locations and the time they actually spend working. Making sure employees are doing what they're supposed to be doing also requires special tracking and monitoring capabilities.
A Mobile Strategy
Transitioning from a traditional office to an anytime and anywhere mobile office requires establishing and executing an effective strategy that balances the people, pro cesses, and technology involved.
The People
To support and manage a mobile workforce, an organization should perform a comprehensive analy sis of its mobile workers. It should assess worker profiles along three perspectives: business needs, ac cess locations, and usage patterns. 2 The business needs include the criticality, time sensitivity, and customer expectations of worker activity. How critical is the activ ity to the enterprise? Does it re quire a realtime or near realtime response? What's the activity's value and its impact on customer satisfaction?
Then, the organization must ask from what locations will the worker access enterprise systems and information? How many dif ferent locations are involved, and are those locations used repeat edly or uniquely?
Finally, in assessing usage pat terns, the organization should con sider how a mobile worker performs tasks. Is he or she receiving alerts or messages, responding to messages, filling out forms, creating docu ments, performing morecomplex tasks, or a combination of all these?
Enterprises can improve orga nizational effectiveness and save significant costs by assessing and analyzing their mobile worker pro files. This also improves the vis ibility of mobile investments, points out opportunities to pool purchas ing power, and can be used to create phased plans for mobile support.
The Policies
As mobile devices and services are increasingly being used in combi nation, organizations need a com prehensive set of policies to ensure consistency, security, compliance, and an optimized return on in vestment for mobile initiatives.
Policies should address the following key questions:
• Developing comprehensive mo bile policies can't be done in isolation-all key stakeholders must be involved.
The Technology
Only once an organization has an alyzed the mobileworker profiles and defined the policies should it make the technical decisions. These include selecting devices for each mobileworker type, setting the communication requirements, selecting security requirements and support technologies, and for mulating the support plan. Tech nology decisions should observe the following principles.
First of all, mobile solutions must align with the enterprise's longterm mobility strategy. They should also allow for easy migra tion to new mobile platforms and support multiple platforms and form factors.
Second, the enterprise must keep its sensitive information out of the wrong hands by choosing mobile technology with builtin security features. For example, the devices should have encrypted hard drives, device tracking and recovery abili ties, and userauthentication so lutions such as integrated smart cards or biometric readers.
Third, the enterprise should choose a mobile solution provider with maintenance and manage ment capabilities that let IT ad ministrators remotely shut down, diagnose, repair, and update a de vice's system via secured channels.
Finally, the enterprise should invest in hardware that's designed to hold up in the toughest condi tions. The hardware should have a reinforced chassis and robust hinges and latches to protect the hard drive and other durable fea tures. Also, it's best to have a ser vice repair agreement that covers accidental damage.
Deployment
To successfully deploy its strategy for a mobile workforce, an enter prise should follow the following steps. (Note that with changing mobileworker profiles, evolving practices and policies, and pro liferating mobile technology and devices, the following deployment phases are iterative instead of sequential.)
Establish a Project Plan
Scope the project and establish the resources, budget, and gover nance systems. Integrate the proj ect with strategic IT and business plans. Ensure you have buyin and support from stakeholders on the project vision and strategy.
Develop the System Architecture
Define the system architecture, technology framework, and stan dards for the project. Articulate a project roadmap. Define process de tails and performance metrics. Com municate the system architecture. T he mobile workforce has transformed the business world. Today's business climate demands a mobile work force that can provide customer services anytime, solve problems on the go, and stay connected anywhere.
Select a Practical Solution
As businesses look to do more and encourage the best from their workforce, flexible, on demand access to information has become a requirement. En terprises should manage mobility with the same rigor as other IT disciplines-that is, by employ ing mature corporate processes, applying effective tools, and fol lowing best practices.
